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BOLLEKE 
Mood maker
Wherever it’s used, Bolleke immediately ramps up the ambience. And it doesn’t
require an electrical outlet. This spherical light can easily be hung on a cord or 
hook, on a tree, under your parasol or on your tent awning. Cordless, portable and 
rechargeable, that’s Bolleke. Charge it up via the USB connection and enjoy 
instant ambience for up to 24 hours, in three settings. Bolleke can easily be 
hung on its rubber loop. Time to go inside because darkness  
has fallen? Why? With Bolleke the evening is still young.

Light up your evening
Bolleke spreads its light evenly across the whole sphere. Thanks 
to a technique that was specially developed by Fatboy to give 
evenings more atmosphere. To switch it on just press the 
unobtrusive button in its colored cap. Because it’s waterproof, 
Bolleke can be used outside. But, of course, it can also be put to 
good use inside. In that makeshift tent in your child’s bedroom, for 
example, or perhaps for telling somebody’s fortune.

About the designer  
Bolleke was designed by Nathalie Schellekens (Eindhoven, the Netherlands). 
Nathalie designs products that are timeless and iconic in appearance, and super-practical so that you 
can use them every day. She devotes a lot of attention to pragmatic details, such as Bolleke’s loop.  
For this she drew her inspiration from the type of clip used to stow sails on a sailboat. Exactly the kind 
of detail that we love at Fatboy.

Nice to know
• For indoor and outdoor use.

• Available in anthracite, light grey, red, tangerine,   

 taupe and wave blue.

• Material: HDPE, ABS and a silicone rubber loop.

• Dimensions: 20 x 20 x 20 cm.

• Dimensions loop: 100 cm.

• Weight: 0.6 kg.

• Three different light settings. 

• EUR 89 | GBP 89 | NOK 899 | SEK 799 | DKK 599 | CHF 105.


